Planting the Seed to Grow Community
Connection, Resilience, and Self-Sufficiency

by: Dannie Ritchie, MD, MPH

SUMMARY
Plan4Health connects communities across the country, funding work at the
intersection of planning and public health. Anchored by American Planning
Association (APA) chapters and American Public Health Association (APHA)
affiliates, Plan4Health supports creative partnerships to build sustainable, crosssector coalitions. The Mount Hope Coalition to Increase Food Security aims to
educate the residents of Providence on the health and economic benefits of
producing locally grown food and options for securing fresh, healthy food.
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SUCCESSFUL MOMENT
In October of 2016 the
Recreation Center celebrated
the completion of their fence
with a center-wide Garden
Day, including the harvest of
their garden vegetables,
games, snacks, and more.

"We enjoyed working with the
kids to create this one-of-a-kind
fence. Thank you for giving our
Weld to Work participants a
challenging and meaningful
project and for supporting
artists employed because of
this project."
- Jenny Sparks
The Steel Yard
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The Mount Hope Coalition to Increase Food Security will work to build capacity,
expand the coalition and increase access to healthy food throughout the
community. The coalition will identify existing resources, including gardens, and
evaluate the feasibility of establishing additional gardens, greenhouses and
urban farms. Through this expansion and development of new food sources, the
coalition can help to manage produce production and allow for community
members to get involved through hands-on experience while increasing access
to healthy food.

RESULTS
Our Coalition does more than create space to interrogate how we access food and how to build alternatives; it also plants the seed to
grow community connection, resilience, and to foster self-sufficiency. One spillover effect is the new collaborations we established
with organizations outside of our immediate neighborhood that enhance this capacity. One example is our collaboration with the
Steel Yard, a public arts and job training program that shares our commitment to community participatory principles. We collaborated
to engage youth at the Vincent Brown Rec Center to design and finish a fence that not only protects the Rec Center garden, but also
brings beauty and color to their play yard. The fence is a work of art, but also, the workers who cut and welded the fence were
trainees in the Steel Yard’s job training program.

SUSTAINING SUCCESS
We are sustaining success by continuing to support our team of trained
community health workers whose core skills and food systems knowledge will be
drawn on as they carry out programs. We have also collaborated with the garden
builders, Groundwork RI, who will use our large Mt. Hope Sharing Garden site for
their Green Team Jobs training program. This collaboration helps ensure a
steady presence at our Sharing Garden for the coming season, while also
providing a space for these job trainees to build their skills. Drawing on our
successes under the Plan4Health, we have submitted proposals to local funders,
with support from our project partners, which will help to sustain important
collaborations. And, finally, we have – and continue – to work hard to engage
community members in leading the effort through our neighborhood Garden
Squad.

Plan4Health is made possible with funding from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The views expressed in this
success story do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the CDC or imply endorsement by the U.S. Government. Learn more about
Plan4Health and the National Implementation and Dissemination for Chronic Disease Prevention project at www.cdc.gov/communityhealth.
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